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LIST OF ABSTRACTS: AUTHOR, AFFILIATION, ABSTRACT TITLE

Note: Co-authored papers are listed under the surnames of both/all authors!

Aleksandrova, Angelina (Strasbourg) and Vassil Mostrov (Valenciennes) “Comparative study of French and Bulgarian human general nouns”

Alvestad, Silje (Oslo) “The use of aspect in Slavic infinitives and corresponding da-constructions”

Barclay, Irina (Boone) “Новгородская винная и пивная книга текущих счетов и расходов 1612 года как лингвистический источник”

Bednaříková, Božena (Olomouc) “Does inflection have the power to breach the information quality of news reporting?”

Belic, Bojan (Seattle) “Tales from the trails of two campaigns: cultivating and caring for the Serbian language” (PANEL, Discourse and Identity)

Borowski, Krzysztof (Lawrence) “Kashubian and Polish identities in online discourse” (PANEL, Discourse and Identity)

Cavar, Małgorzata (Bloomington) “Ultrasound images of the tongue root position in the [i] – [ɨ] contrast in Polish”

Cavar, Damar (Bloomington) “On split islands”

Chachanidze, Irine (Kutaisi) “Vocabulary borrowing from Georgian into Russian”

Chociej, Joanna (Toronto) “Exceptionality and conspiracy in Polish vowel-zero alternations”

Citko, Barbara (Seattle) (Invited Speaker) “How to agree to disagree? Complementizer dis/agreement with coordinated subjects”

Connolly, Rosemarie (Bloomington) “Minimalist approaches to Slavic reflexes”

Danylenko, Andrij (New York) “Contact-induced grammaticalization in Slavic: Evidence from low-contact languages”

Dobrovolskij, Dmitrij (Moscow) and Pöppel, Ludmila (Stockholm) “The language-specific Russian construction delo v tom, čto and its cross-linguistic near-equivalents”

Dreer, Igor (Beer Sheba) “Small but precious: on the diachronic rethinking of the meanings of short and long forms of adjectives in Russian”

Dresher, Elan (Toronto) and Daniel Hall (St Mary’s) “Halle’s Sound Patterns of Russian: the road not taken”
Elliott, Elizabeth (Evanston) and Jane Hacking (Salt Lake City) “Pedagogical practice and the acquisition of Russian stress: Does writing stress marks help?”

Eminov, Ali (Wayne) and Catherine Rudin (Wayne) “Bulgarian Turkish language choices: A Facebook-based case study” (PANEL, Discourse and Identity)

Fattaxova, Nailya (Kazan) and Naylya Fedorova (Kazan) and “Russkaja narodnaja primeta: semantika i sintaksis”

Fedorova, Naylya (Kazan) and Nailya Fattaxova (Kazan) “Russkaja narodnaja primeta: semantika i sintaksis”

Franks, Steve (Bloomington) “Thoughts on the (not so) left periphery in South Slavic”

Gladney, Frank (Urbana-Champaign) “Suffixal inflection of nouns for number in Russian”

Goncharova, Julie (Toronto) “What can silent elements tell us about grammar?”

Greenberg, Marc (Lawrence) (Invited Speaker) “Slavs as migrants. Mapping prehistoric language variation”

Gvozdanović, Jadranka (Heidelberg) “Univerbation, prosody and syntax in the history of Slavic aspect”

Hacking, Jane (Salt Lake City) and Elizabeth Elliott (Evanston) “Pedagogical practice and the acquisition of Russian stress: Does writing stress marks help?”

Hall, Daniel (St Mary’s) and Elan Dresher (Toronto) “Halle’s Sound Patterns of Russian: the road not taken”

Horiguchi, Daiki (Iwate) “Nikakix pere- i nedo- ili semantichestkaia avtonomnost’ prefiksov pere- i nedo- v russkom jazyke”

Howson, Phil (Toronto) “A preliminary ultrasound analysis of liquids in Upper Sorbian”

Igartua, Ivan (Vitoria-Gasteiz) and Nerea Madariaga (Vitoria-Gasteiz) “The interplay between animacy and gender in Russian morphosyntax: paucal constructions in direct object function”

Iordanskaya, Lidiya (Montreal) and Igor Mel’čuk (Montreal) “On two semantic relations between a transitive verb V and a reflexive verb V-sja in Russian” (PANEL, Parametric Grammar)

Iovtcheva, Snejana Petkova (Cambridge-MIT) “’Affected’ external possessors in Bulgarian”

Israeli, Alina (Washington) “Random indefinites in Russian”

Ivkovic, Dejan (York) “Writing Serbian on the internet: What computation can tell us about alphabet presence and orthographic variability”

Jeretic, Paloma (New York) “Case and aspect in sentence-initial depictives in Russian”
Klinčić, Ivan (Zagreb) and Vladimira Rezo (Zagreb) “Linguistic terminology development in Croatian by the end of the 18th century”

Kochetov, Alexei (Toronto) ”An acoustic comparison of Russian and English sibilant fricatives”

Kosta, Peter (Potsdam) “On islands, wh-movement, NP-movement, scrambling and the problem of labels within a radical minimalist approach (in Slavic and other languages)”

Krapova, Iliyana (Venice) “Goals, beneficiaries and the double object construction in Bulgarian”

Kulinich, Elena (Montreal), Phaedra Royle (Montreal), Daniel Valois (Montreal) “Recovery from morphological over-regularizations in Russian child speech”

Langston, Keith (Atlanta) “A corpus-based study of Croatian standard accentuation”

Łaziński, Marek (Warsaw) “Words of the year in Slavic countries: A record of key words, or of neologisms?”

Łęska, Paulina (Poznań) “Extraction of NP genitive complements out of relative clauses in Polish”

Lindstedt, Jouko (Helsinki) “South Macedonian decomposed nasal vowels are not an archaism, but an early Balkanism”

Liseling-Nilsson, Sylvia (Leuven) “The Dutch verb zeggen in indirect speech translated into Polish and Russian”

Lyskowa, Pauline (Toronto), Valeriya Mordvinova (Toronto), Naomi Nagy (Toronto), “Case marking variation in heritage Slavic languages in Toronto”

Madariaga, Nerea (Vitoria-Gasteiz) and Ivan Igartua (Vitoria-Gasteiz) “The interplay between animacy and gender in Russian morphosyntax: paucal constructions in direct object function”

Magomedova, Varvara (Stony Brook) “Competition analysis of non-allomorphic diminutive suffixes in modern Russia”

Majer, Marek (Harvard) “The remnants of the PIE Caland system in Slavic”

Martinkova, Anastasia (Brno) “Анализ лингвосоциокультурного функционирования интернационального префиксоида antu- в российском коммуникативном пространстве”

Mel’čuk, Igor (Montreal) and Lidiya Iordanskaya (Montreal) “On two semantic relations between a transitive verb V and a reflexive verb V-sja in Russian” (PANEL, Parametric Grammar)

Melnikova, Anna (Stony Brook) “Palatalization in Russian loanword phonology”

Mikelian, Irina (Penn State), and Anna Zalizniak (Moscow) “On some crucial issues of Russian aspectology/Ключевые вопросы русской аспектологии: варианты ответов”
Miličević, Jasmina (Halifax) “Clitic climbing in Serbian viewed from a syntactic dependency perspective”

Mordvinova, Valeriya (Toronto), Pauline Lyskowa (Toronto), Naomi Nagy (Toronto) “Case marking variation in heritage Slavic languages in Toronto”

Muhić, Ismar (St. John’s) “The case of the Serbian superlexical pro-“

Muise, Cara (Montreal) “Visibility and vulnerability: Supporting LGBTQ1 students in study abroad”

Nagy, Naomi (Toronto) Mordvinova, Valeriya (Toronto), Pauline Lyskowa (Toronto), Naomi Nagy (Toronto) “Case marking variation in heritage Slavic languages in Toronto”

Nilsson, Nadezhda Zorkhina (Stockholm) “Сложноподчиненные предложения с союзами контактного предшествования в современном русском языке”

Nomachi, Motoki (Hokkaido) “I am a Bulgarian, but I am not THAT Bulgarian: Language and identity among Banat Bulgarians” (PANEL, Discourse and Identity)

Osadcha, Iryna (Toronto) “Shifting through history: lexical stress in East Slavic”

Parker, Jeff (Provo) “Processing the inflectional complexity of Russian noun: features, information and frequency”

Pchelinceva, Elena (Cherkasy/St. Petersburg) “Semanticheskie i pragmaticheskie parametry transpozicii glagola v imja v russkom, ukrainskom i pol’skom jazykax”

Petroska, Elena (Skopje/Billings) “The so-called DA-constructions in Macedonian (and the modal MORA)”

Pöppel, Ludmila (Stockholm) and Dmitrij Dobrovol’skij (Moscow) “The language-specific Russian construction delo v tom, čto and its cross-linguistic near-equivalents”

Ressue, Lauren (Columbus) “The clash of reciprocity and accompaniment in Russian”

Rezo, Vladimira (Zagreb) and Ivan Klinčić (Zagreb) “Linguistic terminology development in Croatian by the end of the 18th century”

Reynolds, Robert (Tromso) “Russian computer-assisted language learning and artificial intelligence: automatic morphological analysis and disambiguation”

Ronko, Roman (Moscow) “Nominative object structures in Russian dialects” (PANEL, Parametric Grammar)

Royle, Phaedra (Montreal), Elena Kulinich (Montreal), Daniel Valois (Montreal) “Recovery from morphological over-regularizations in Russian child speech”

Rouzina, Katya (Columbus) “The importance of input: a case study of heritage speakers’ parents”
Rozina, Raisa (Moscow) “Drinking as a component of culture reflected in language”

Rudin, Catherine (Wayne) and Ali Eminov (Wayne) “Bulgarian Turkish language choices: a Facebook-based case study” (PANEL, Discourse and Identity)

Schaarschmidt, Gunter (Victoria) “The language(s) of the Dukhobors in Canada”

Scheer, Tobias (Nice) and Markéta Ziková (Brno) “Well-formed branching onsets in Modern and Old Czech”

Schrager, Miriam (Bloomington) “Accentual analysis of CS1 deverbatives: consonant stems”

Schürcks, Lilia (Potsdam) “Pomak self-identification in online blogs – an insider view” (PANEL, Discourse and Identity)

Šarić, Anja (Frankfurt) “On the properties of Serbo-Croatian deverbal nouns”

Sherkina-Lieber, Marina (Carleton) “Acquisition of Russian embedded yes-no questions by monolinguals and heritage speakers”

Shmelev, Alexei (Moscow) “Vidovaja korreljacija i suppletivizm”

Shmeleva, Elena (Moscow) “Russkij jazyk XXI veka: ofisnyj novojaz”

Simeonova, Vesela (Ottawa) “On the syntax of two Bulgarian ‘that’ complementizers: che and deto”

Sims, Andrea (Invited Speaker) (OSU) “Inflectional systems and the dynamical organization of the lexicon”

Šlogar, Pia (Gdańsk) “Innovative word formation processes in the Kashubian spoken language”

Szajbel-Keck, Małgorzata (Frankfurt) “When do secondary predicates not agree? A Polish case study”

Tatevosov, Sergei (Moscow) “Event structure and argument projection”

Timberlake, Alan (New York) “Novgorod and the Hanse, trade and contact”

Valois, Daniel (Montreal), Elena Kulinich (Montreal), Phaedra Royle (Montreal) “Recovery from morphological over-regularizations in Russian child speech”

Watabe, Naoya (Tokyo) “Palatalization avoidance in Russian loanwords”

White, Kate (Rice) “Teaching Russian vocabulary: a study on learning context and proficiency level”

Witkoś, Jacek (Poznań) “Accusative numeral subjects in Polish as (non)small nominals”

Zalizniak, Anna (Moscow) and Irina Mikelian (Penn State) “On some crucial issues of Russian aspectology / Ключевые вопросы русской аспектологии: варианты ответов”
Zíková, Markéta (Brno) and Tobias Scheer (Nice) “Well-formed branching onsets in Modern and Old Czech”

Zimmerling, Anton (Moscow) “The nominal object parameter and dative subjects in Russian” (PANEL, Parametric Grammar)